Humanitarian Update #95

as of March 14, 2024
Antennas

UCCA purchased antennas and signal boosters to enhance the distance drones travel by as much as three times.
And our trusted in-country partners delivered the Antennas & Boosters to various units...
... on the frontlines
UCCA donated medical supplies continue to be distributed to hospitals and clinics in need by one of our in-country partners: AICM - Ukraine
Students studying radio electronics in Kyiv are helping UCCA with our donation of heated socks, by repairing them and creating heating units for those that lack them.
UCCA delivers hundreds of heated socks to Ukraine’s Presidential Brigade "Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytskyi"
This week UCCA purchased and procured food, drinks and hygiene products...
... filling carloads of this humanitarian aid to deliver...
...to the elderly IDPs who have relocated to Kyiv region from occupied territories and to our freedom fighters.
Please don’t forget you can

WEAR HOPE and
HELP UKRAINE

A Collection and Campaign
presented by

Rachael Ray &
DelBrenna Jewelry

In partnership with

Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America (UCCA)

FIFTY-FIVE PERCENT OF EACH PURCHASE DIRECTLY AIDS THE
UKRAINIAN PEOPLE.

Order your Tryzub today:
https://delbrenna.com/pages/rachael
ray-delbrenna
#SupportUkraine

For over 2 years UCCA has been raising funds and soliciting in-kind contributions to aid our brethren in Ukraine. To date, we have delivered over $41 million worth of assistance, thanks to YOUR support.

To see where 100% of your donations go, please visit UCCA website at: https://ucca.org/aidreports/

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generosity!